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Breaking Into the Hidden Job
Market
In an overcrowded job market filled
with desperate job seekers, most
advertised jobs result in hundreds of
applications. But there is a shocking
fact that most of these applicants
don’t know.

Blog Your Way To A New Job
A good blog can help you show off
your skills, network effectively and get
the job offers you want.Whether you
already have a blog or are looking to
start one, we’ve compiled some tips
for incorporating your blog into your
job search.

How to Market Yourself When
You’re Looking for a Job
Looking for a job - a tough feat
in any field - can be even harder
when the economy is down. Good
marketing can set you apart from
other candidates if you know how to
properly promote yourself.

Secrets to Successfully
Networking Your Way to Your
Next Job
The spirit of giving is the secret that
transforms networking from a drag
into a rewarding and powerful activity.
If your job hunt is sputtering out,
bring it back to life with a generosity
campaign.

Welcome To
Clicks Magazine
Thanks for checking out our 6th issue
of Career. In this issue, you will know
the secrets of finding jobs that our not
advertised. This job could be your dream
job but you’re not seeing it because it is
hidden from job-seekers.
You will also learn how to write article or
blog about yourself so that companies
will come to you instead of you looking
for them.
See more helpful articles in this issue
that will bring you to the top and help
you get your dream job.

To your Success,
Your Name Here
Your Title Here
C A R E E R I S B R O U G H T TO YO U BY

[Write about your business or your magazine
here]
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BREAKING INTO

THE HIDDEN
JOB MARKET

I

n an overcrowded job market filled
with desperate job seekers, most
advertised jobs result in hundreds
of applications. But there is a shocking fact that most of these applicants
don’t know.

THE HIDDEN JOB MARKET
Up to 90% of the jobs filled each
month are never publicly advertised.
These secret jobs are described as the
hidden job market.
If you are serious about getting your
dream job, you need to grab the employer’s attention and demand that
they take notice of your application.

When you learn what it is, and how
you can use it, you can “jump the
queue” and start seeing amazing results from your applications.

And it’s pretty hard to do that when
you are one of a thousand applicants.
But if they don’t notice you, then you’ll
never get an interview.
This is why competing on the job
boards is such a crushing experience.
Discovering and applying for hidden
jobs allows you to bypass this pain,
get interviews for great jobs, and win
your ideal job.

THERE ARE MANY REASONS WHY EMPLOYERS PREFER TO RECRUIT PEOPLE WITHOUT ADVERTISING THE POSITION. HERE ARE A FEW:
1: Advertising jobs can be match, etc). It just takes too
expensive.
much work to sort the good
from the bad!
2: Whenever a job is posted
online or in print, hundreds 3: Social media and other
of applications pour in, in- online resources make it
cluding many inappropri- easier to discover ideal canate candidates (unqualified, didates. This can be much
inexperienced, not a good less expensive than wast-

ing resources on advertising and then processing
many applications.
4: Referrals from current employees often
result in new staff
who fit into the existing team well.

RECRUITERS
Some employers don’t want to bother with the recruitment process
themselves. They prefer to offload the hard work to recruiters (or headhunters).
If you take a look at the jobs advertised on job boards, you may be
surprised at what you see. The majority of the ads are not from
employers. Most of them are posted by recruiters.
How can you tell? Little clues like “our client” and other giveaway phrases will tell you.

WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO LEARN
I’m about to reveal how you can use go straight to the top depush to the front of the queue cision makers in the company
every time.
and create a job position just for
them.
You’re about to learn how to get
preferential treatment from the I’m going to show you how to
best recruiters in the industry.
network effectively so that you
can find out about new job posiI’m going to tell you the secret tions even before the employer
methods used by top recruit- knows about them!
ers to find hidden jobs so that
you can beat them at their own And I’m going to break it down
game.
into a simple step-by-step plan
that is so effective that you will
I’m going to uncover the methhave no excuse for failing.
od that top CEOs and bankers

HOW TO GET YOUR DREAM JOB - STEP-BY-STEP PLAN
Most people who speak about the hidden job mar- Part 1: Your Current Employer
ket focus on networking as the solution. They say
Often, employers recruit from within the compayou should spend 75% of your time networking.
ny’s own ranks, rather than looking outside. If you
Well, there’s no doubt that networking can be ef- are not satisfied with your current job, but you like
fective, but there are better methods that cut to your current employer, then this can be the easiest
the chase.
and simplest place to find your next job!
Networking is all about spreading your net wide
and hoping to catch a good job by chance. It’s a
good strategy to have as a backup, but it shouldn’t
be your top priority.

Find out what’s happening outside of your own department. Take the time to get to know the people
who work in these departments and use all your
networking and social skills to make real contacts.

The best use of your time is to GO WHERE THE Then listen for the signs of a job opening and get
JOBS ARE! Instead of spending 75% of your time your application in before the department head
networking, spend 50% proactively seeking jobs even starts looking!
and 25% networking.

Part 2: Search Proactively
Target Carefully
Don’t just grab for any old job advertised in
your industry. Decide who you want to work
for. Research the different top companies, and
work out which ones would be a good fit for
you.
Look at the corporate culture, what other employees say about working there, whether the
company is struggling or successful.
Discover what you like about the company;
this will help you to decide if you want to work
there and will help to make a great impression
during the recruitment process. Employers
love it when they think you actually want to
work for them instead of the competition!
You need to plan your attack, and the first step
is knowing which companies you will be targeting.
Find the Jobs Hiding in Plain Sight
Many job applicants are so narrow sighted that
they only ever look on the job boards. It’s a
type of tunnel vision that prevents them from
seeing the jobs that are actually in plain sight.
Most companies have a corporate website
with a “careers” section. Often jobs which are
advertised on these pages are completely
overlooked by people who would love to work
for these companies!
Take the time to look at the careers / team pages of the companies you would like to work for,
and check back often. As soon as a job appears,
swoop in with your application!
Here’s a sneaky trick that you can use to respond superhumanly fast:
Go to http://visualping.io/ and register to track
the company’s career page. As soon as a job is
added, you will be notified to your email address!
Connect To Decision Makers
Don’t expect your dream job to come to you.
That’s the delusion which keeps the masses
glued to the job boards. You need to rise above
this and go out to where the jobs are.

Decide who
do you want
to work for

And that means connecting with
employers - and the managers
who are recruiting.

Then work out how to craft a
persuasive request for an interview. Work out what you have to
offer them that they would be
So you need to work out who interested in - hint, it usually has
these people are within the com- something to do with making or
pany.
saving money.
Fortunately, this is not secret
information. Most company
websites list their key employees, including their department
managers and hiring managers.
You can even find out who their
CEOs and directors are.
Get a list of these key people and
see if you can connect with them
through LinkedIn. Maybe you
know someone in their network
who can introduce you to them.
Don’t start the relationship by
bluntly asking for an interview.
Look at their social posts and
work out how you can help them.
Is there an article that they would
be interested in? Send them a
link to it. Maybe you could answer a question that they have
asked. Take this opportunity to
demonstrate how knowledgeable and useful you are.

rienced in your target industry,
then recruiters can be a goldmine.

Recruiters know about jobs that
aren’t advertised anywhere else.
The recruiter contacts them directly and pays them to find the
Fire off the request and be pre- right candidate.
pared to respond quickly to their
Recruiters have 4 main strategies
reply.
to find the right candidate:
Part 3: Recruiters
1: Call highly qualified prospects
Recruiters get a lot of bad press, and seduce them away from
and in some cases it’s totally their current employers with
deserved. Recruiters are in the promises of more money and
business of making money - they better benefits.
are not philanthropists!
2: Use their own recruitment
From the viewpoint of a recruit- pool, usually candidates who
er, you’re either a superstar or a they have placed successfully
pain-in-the-neck wannabe, not in the past, or good prospects
even worth the courtesy of a re- who they have received resumes
ply. Recruiters only want to work from.
with qualified and experienced
people, so if you are at the be- 3: Call for referrals from people
ginning of your career, or you in their recruitment pools or inhave just switched career path, dustry contacts.
then they are not the best place
4: Advertise the job publicly (if
to start.
all else fails).
But if you are qualified and expe-

By approaching recruiters strategically, you can gain access to
their hidden treasure (the unadvertised jobs).
Improving Your Profile
If you raise your own public profile by improving your LinkedIn
profile, participating in the right
forums or online communities,
and building up a reputation for
yourself (public relations), you
can get them to discover you
when they look for candidates
(step 1 above).
Improving your profile will also
help you to get the attention of

“Join online groups that relate to your industry.”
those employers who prefer to
do their own recruitment work.
Consider LinkedIn to be the hub
of your online reputation. Follow
these steps regularly:
a: Keep your profile accurate and
up to date. Refresh it often.
b: Become active in groups and
get involved in discussions. This
will help you to network and gain
attention.
c: Keep your comments positive
and constructive. Act professionally on LinkedIn - everything you
do and say on this site is public
and the employers and recruiters
are watching.
d: Add real life contacts to LinkedIn

e: Add online contacts to LinkedIn
- for instance, if you contribute to
an online community, make friends
with the people in that community and then reach out and contact
them.
Don’t solicit strangers for contacts
- they are unlikely to give you a
glowing recommendation if asked.
Also, some people complain when
strangers try to connect with them,
and this can put your account at risk.
f: Get people to endorse your skills but only when it makes sense.

searching for them and visiting their
profiles on LinkedIn - you don’t even
need to send them a message! Do
this every day and you will get contacts coming to you!
In addition to LinkedIn, join online
groups and communities that relate
to your industry.
You can get yourself into the prospect pools of recruiters by contacting them and making them aware of
what a great prospect you are. Here
is a simple 4 step plan to do just that:

1: Research
g: Whenever you network, work out
Recruiters are active in many differhow to tie it in with LinkedIn.
ent sectors. In the beginning, before
h: Hot Tip: You can get the attention you have established a great profile,
of recruiters and employers just by you need to find them. When you

become “famous”, they will come to you.
Search for recruiters in your industry using the following resources:
Searchfirm.com
LinkedIn
For each recruiter that you find, locate their LinkedIn
profile.
2: Request an introduction
On LinkedIn, you can get people to introduce you.
If you have many contacts within your industry, the
chances are good that at least one of these people is
connected to a recruiter.
Recruiters are used to getting a lot of resumes and
tend to tune them out, but if you are introduced by
someone they know, they are more likely to pay attention.
3: Send them your resume.
Recruiters put resumes in a database and use them
to search for prospects for a new position. So you
need to get your full-text resume into their database
as soon as possible. Email all of them and send them
your resume in Microsoft Word format.
4: Make yourself useful.
Most recruiters will send out job opportunities to
most people on their lists. Often, these opportunities will not be right for you. Instead of ignoring
them, take the time to recommend one of your contacts who would be a good match.
There are 2 advantages to doing this:
i) Recruiters often pay a cash reward for referrals.

The REAL hidden jobs
are the ones that
have not been advertised, circulated
or even announced
inside the company.

ii) You will gain their attention and they will remember you as a well connected resourceful person in
your industry.
5: Stay In Touch
If you are still on the market, send out your resume
whenever you update it. Make a point of doing this
once every few months.
You can sometimes get a big response this way - up
to 40% of the response you got when you contacted
these recruiters the first time. And as you can do this
several times throughout the year, you have at least

doubled the response rate with them out of the picture and find
this one tip alone.
jobs that nobody else is competing for.
Also, when you do get a job, update your resume and let all the The REAL hidden jobs are the
recruiters know. Maybe they will ones that have not been adcontact you later with a better vertised, circulated or even anoffer!
nounced inside the company.
In fact, they may not even exist
Part 4: Beating The Recruiters yet! They are the jobs that comat Their Own Game
panies are only just beginning to
realize they will need to fill withOf course, as long as you depend in the next month or so.
on the recruiters, you are at their
mercy. And as a group of people, If you can learn how to predict
they aren’t known for their mer- when these jobs will become
ciful qualities.
available, you can approach the
companies first and get their full
So you should consider them to attention.
be one part of their strategy, but
you should also look for hidden Companies have to fill a job for a
jobs directly.
number of reasons:

need specialists within a certain
area.
Here’s how you can find out
about these developments:
1: Subscribe to magazines and
journals:
Subscribe to every business
journal and trade magazine in
your area and industry. Spend
some time reading the news and
“people on the move” sections to
find out about positions that will
become available. Learn to read
between the lines. When someone gets a new job it means two
things:
i) Their old job is now available

ii) Their new employer is recruit* They are moving into a new ing
area or opening a new office.
2: Use Google news alerts to
* They are expanding into a new track all of the important companies in your industry and their
market sector.
top executives.
* They need to replace someone
who has quit, retired or been Look for news items and press
releases that tell you about imfired.
portant changes which could reCopying the same strategies
*
They
are
short
staffed
or
they
veal job vacancies. Look for signs
of these recruiters, you can cut
Now this means that you’re competing with the recruiters. Top
recruiters don’t wait for companies to come to them. They discover when their services will
be needed and contact companies before they’ve even had a
chance to advertise a job.

like:
i) Companies moving
ii) Sales increasing
iii) Companies expanding their
distribution facilities, etc.
Anything which indicates growth
or expansion is a good sign that
jobs will become available soon.
Also, when their top executives
get favourable mentions, you
can use this as ammunition when
you contact them. Just drop in
a complement about how you
liked their statement about blah,
and they’ll warm to you much
faster.

3: Build up contacts within and around your top
companies. These will be able to give you an early warning about any changes which will create
a job opening. Here are some people you should
be targetting:
i: Current (and past) employees.

iv: Customers. They often have direct contacts
within the company and know who is leaving, or
when new people are joining the team.
v: Business partners. Individuals or companies
who have been associated with your target
through joint ventures.

ii: Consultants who work with the company or in vi: Direct competitors. Competitors spy on each
the industry.
other all the time. It’s healthy!
iii: Vendors providing materials or services to the
company.

vii: Other people connected with the important
people in the company. Social networks make it
easy to find these contacts.

Here are the events you want to
know about:

targeted letter introducing yourself, your experience, and what
you can do for them. In a numAn employee taking a leave of ber of tests, jobbait.com discovabsence.
ered that NOT sending a resume
results in a much higher success
Retirements.
rate.
Resignations and terminations.
Make the letter persuasive and
New products or services about talk in terms of real figures, not
to be launched.
abstract notions.
Corporate expansion.
New offices opening.
Internal reorganizations.
Be subtle, don’t come across as
an industrial spy!

Final Words
I mentioned networking briefly
when I spoke about ways to discover when a position is about to
become available before it has
been announced.

dropping into their lap.
Networking is a useful skill, and
you should spend some time
working at it when you aren’t
proactively searching for a job.
But networking is like buying
lottery tickets. The more lottery
tickets you have, the more likely
you are to win. But that’s far from
a guarantee.
The most important thing to do
is to take proactive action and
reach out to where the jobs are.

I’ve given you plenty of information to get you started! The best
ideas in the world will do nothWhat to Do When You Learn of Some people put too much ing for you if they are not used.
An Opening
emphasis on networking. They So stop reading and start taking
naively hope that it will result action right now!
Contact these companies with a
in jobs and recommendations

Blog Your Way
to a New Job

A good blog can help you show off your skills, network effectively and get the job
offers you want.Whether you already have a blog or are looking to start one, we’ve
compiled some tips for incorporating your blog into your job search.

Benefits of Using a Blog in Your Job Search

1

Meet more people.
Blogging is really a social
activity. Use your site to meet
new people through techniques
like guest blogging, interviews,
and exchanging links. Ask your
current readers to introduce
you to their friends.

3

2

Cultivate long term
relationships.
It’s common for people to spend
a year or more looking for a new
job these days. A blog makes
it easy to stay in touch over a
prolonged period.

Help others.
Networking is more likely to be enjoyable and
productive if you keep it focused on serving
others. Your blog is a way to help people find
solutions to challenges you’ve both experienced
and attract job offers from people who are looking
for a candidate like you.

4

Expand your knowledge.
You’ll learn valuable information
while you’re researching and
writing blog posts. It’s a great way
to stay up to date in your chosen
field even if you’re between jobs or
looking for a position that better
matches your long term goals.

6

“

5

Create a portfolio.
Think of your blog as a showcase.
Potential employers can get to
know you through the content
you produce. Try turning your
best posts into eBooks, DVDs or
YouTube videos.

Operate within your
budget.
If you’re low on funds, it’s okay to
start out small. Set up a free site
on Blogger or WordPress.

High quality content and strategic
networking will make you and your blog
stand out in a crowded field.

Effective Strategies

1

Post regularly.

2
3
4

The two top reasons readers
give for unsubscribing from
a blog is posting too seldom
or posting too frequently.
Keep your blog fresh but be
prudent with more intrusive
communications like mass
email blasts.

5

Stick to your topic.
Identify your subject area at
the start so you consistently
deliver what your readers are
expecting. You can always start
a separate blog for unrelated
interests.

Participate in forums,
social bookmarking
and social media sites.
Networking is more likely to
be enjoyable and productive if
you keep it focused on serving
others. Your blog is a way to
help people find solutions
to challenges you’ve both
experienced and attract job
offers from people who are
looking for a candidate like you.

Exchange guest
posts and comments.
Hook up with other popular
bloggers in your field. If you
write about transportation
issues in your metropolitan
area, make reciprocal
arrangements to contribute to
other local blogs that focus on
individual neighborhoods.

Get sticky.

6
7

Encourage your readers to keep
coming back. Thank people for
their comments and answer
their questions. Create a list of
your most popular posts so new
visitors are encouraged to read
more.

Stimulate polite
debate.
One way to get positive
attention is to take a bold stance
when you’ve got the facts to
back you up. Write a thoughtful
post about proposed legislation
that is being hotly debated in
your industry. Invite an article
from another expert who takes
the opposing position.

Strike the right
balance.
As a general rule, most
successful bloggers aim for at
least 70 percent substantive
and original content on
their site. You can use the
remainder to inject your unique
personality and humor and
sprinkle in links and other items
that help build relationships.
In a competitive job market, it’s
important to take advantage
of every resource available to
you. High quality content and
strategic networking will make
you and your blog stand out in a
crowded field.

how to market yourself
when you’re looking for a job

Looking for a job - a tough feat in any field - can be even harder when the
economy is down. Good marketing can set you apart from other candidates
if you know how to properly promote yourself.
You might have better skills and knowledge than other candidates in your
field, but unfortunately, if they have more effective marketing, they might
have a better shot at the job. The system is not always fair, but if you play
your cards right, you can end up landing any job you want.

Doing Your
Homework
When you’re looking for a job, be organized
and prepared. Do your homework first.
Determine the specific jobs that you’d like
and whether or not you currently have the
proper skill set to apply.
If you don’t have the skills, perhaps you
can find a program where you can get
specialized training to develop them. If you
do have the required skills, start working
on your resume in order to highlight the
specific skills you have that pertain to the
job you want.
In addition, do your research on the
company where you’re applying. Potential
employers will be impressed with your
knowledge of the company and know that
you’re serious about getting the job.

Marketing Tips
When it comes to marketing yourself, there
are specific things you can do to make yourself
more attractive to the company. Some of them
are subtler than others.

Try using the following
tips to effectively
promote yourself:

1

Tweak your resume. Your resume is
clearly vital when it comes to landing
a job. It’s a simple piece of paper that
describes what you’ve done in order to
prepare for the specific job. Customize your
resume to include items that are specific to
the job for which you’re applying. In fact,
employers prefer that you keep it simple
and on topic.

2

Come dressed for success. Always
pay close attention to what you wear
when you’re making a first impression.
It says a lot about you. Dressing for success
increases your chances of landing the job.

opportunity at the interview to share
these ideas. When you do, it’ll show that
you’re willing to go the extra mile and
think creatively.

7

Explain what sets you apart. If
you’re given the chance, explain
what sets you apart from your
competition. It’s a great way to really
sell yourself to the employer.

3

Be ready to nail the interview.
At the interview, smile and
stay as relaxed as possible.
You’ll want to appear friendly as
well as knowledgeable in your field.

4

Remember that you’re always
a student. Be humble, without
selling yourself short, when
you’re looking for a job. There’s
always something else you could
add to your skill setto compliment
your current skills. Being able to
easily cross train might set you
apart from your competition.

5

. Check your own Internet
sources. “Google” yourself
to check on what public
information appears on the net
about you. If there’s something you
might not want potential employers
to see, find out if you can have it
removed.

6

Come prepared to share new
ideas. Before the interview,
practice thinking on your feet
and presenting new ideas with a
friend. Then, you’ll be ready for any

A big key to landing the job you desire is
having a positive attitude along with the
proper training. Stay organized, calm,
and persistent and you’ll go far.

“Being able to easily
cross train might set
you apart from your
competition.”

S

ecrets to
Successfully
Networking
Your Way to
Your Next Job

T

he spirit of giving is the secret that transforms networking
from a drag into a rewarding and powerful activity. If
your job hunt is sputtering out, bring it back to life with
a generosity campaign.

BenefIts of Focusing on
Giving

1
2
3

GET BETTER RESULTS
You’ll score more successes when you look for
ways to assist others. Relatively few people will
have leads if you ask them about immediate
job openings that are appropriate for you.
However, we can all help each other out in
some way.

FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE
Many people shrink away from any mention of
unemployment because it’s a troubling issue.
You’ll get a warmer reception if you start out
by doing them a favor by making everyone feel
comfortable with the topic.

EXPand your prospects
Maybe you quickly exhausted the list of people
you know in your field who could hire you.
However, you’ll never run out of people who
could use your helping hand.

4

increase your
opportunities to practice

5

deepen your sense of
validation

6

Every interaction trains you to become better
at networking. You’ll be ready to follow up
when an old coworker introduces you to a
company vice president you’ve been trying to
meet.

Being out of work can cause you to question
your abilities. Every time you make a
contribution, you reassure yourself of your
value.

renew your motivation
Daytime TV looks like a nice distraction when
rejection letters pile up. Thinking of others,
such as your family, encourages you to keep
trying.

How to Use Giving When You’re Networking Your Way to Your Next Job

1
2
3
4
5

provide publicity
Everyone loves free publicity, and the Internet
makes it easy. Feature other people in your
blog. Retweet their articles.

attend events
Live events create a lot of pressure to make
a good impression. People will appreciate
your boosting their turnout numbers and
participating in discussions.

volunteer your services
Be creative. Offer to drive a neighbor to a
doctor’s appointment.
Hand out flyers for a
’
local school board candidate.

support the same charities
In addition to helping others directly, consider
the causes they support. If you both love
animals, wash dogs together at the next
fundraiser for your neighborhood animal
shelter.

offer feedback
When someone forwards you an article, read it
carefully. Send them an email with thoughtful
comments and additional information.

Even if you used to dread networking, you’ll look forward
to it when you see how well giving works. Most jobs are
filled through personal contacts, so focus your efforts
where you’ll get the highest payoff.

6
7
8
9
10

praise their
accomplishments
Sincere praise works wonders. Congratulate
an old friend on a promotion. Let a local artist
know how much you love the mural you see on
your way to work.

give away a free sample
If you have a product to promote, let people
sample it first. Use your website or rent a
booth at a community fair to reach potential
customers.

hand out presents
8.
Hand out presents. Depending on
the relationship you’ve developed, tangible
gifts may be a logical next step. Send a plant
or a box of tea to a colleague you want to
reconnect with.

extend an invitation
Reach out when you hear about an event
that may interest someone you want to get to
know better. Forward an announcement of an
upcoming lecture or let them know you have
an extra ticket.

accept favors in return
Giving and receiving go hand in hand. Be
gracious when someone reciprocates so they
can experience the pleasure of giving too.

